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TRACKING vocals
Tracking vocals can be nerve-wracking as a beginner, given their ‘star’ status in a song. 

Performance is king when it comes to vocals. We humans like to connect with other humans, and that 
connection doesn’t get influenced much by what mic or preamp you use. It’s all about the energy and
emotion in the performance. Your job as the engineer is to allow space for that to happen, so you need to 
make sure your gear isn’t getting in the way. 

That’s why I hardly ever spend time making the singer shootout a bunch of mics or sing into 3 mics at 
the same time for safety or blending. Their voice is their voice, and you’re not going to change it much by 
using different mics. 

For many reasons, the SM7b is a never-fail vocal mic. It sounds great on any singer and any style of 
vocal. 

If you’re having trouble with “mic placement” and room issues when recording vocals, it’s just another 
reason to go with the SM7b. It won’t pick up the subtle room ambience like a condenser will, and the 
vocalist can be right up on it just like in a live setting. This usually makes for a better performance while 
removing your room issues at the same time. Voila! 

Since good performance is so subjective, your feel and judgement as an engineer/producer plays a big 
role in tracking vocals. 

I don’t like to ‘comp’ takes in the traditional way of recording 3-10 passes of each line and putting the 
best parts together after. This is very time consuming and exhausting for the vocalist, not to mention puts 
the focus in the wrong place. You’re trying to get a good vocal by sheer brute force of takes, rather than 
listening and judging what is good or not. 

Sometimes it takes 15 tries at a line before they get it. Sometimes it sounds amazing on the first or 
second take. I also find that most singers have a sweet spot of time where their voice is warm and ready 
before fatigue sets in and things go downhill. So to me, moving quickly - but carefully and deliberately - 
through vocal tracking is the best approach. 
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As you see in the videos, I like to comp on the fly. This means getting one line at a time and trying it 
again and again until we can say “that’s it!”  I find that this approach results in less time, better vibe and 
more confidence for the singer. It’s a win all around. 

Don’t second guess yourself too much. If a take sounds and feels great to you, go with it. Keep moving 
and then listen back to the song as a whole afterwards and punch-in where needed. You should also
allow space for the singer to give their input. Sometimes they know better than you whether they have a 
better take in them or not!
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